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Consumer spending on home

improvement and telecommunication
to increase

Calls for FMCG companies to fill the
void in affordable premium in F&B
By Shehana Dain
Amidst the challenging economic condition global research firm Nielsen last
week declared optimism for growth in
Sri Lankan companies engaged in home
improvement and premium Fast Moving
Consumer Goods (FMCG) segments.
Gazing into the future Nielson Sri
Lanka Managing Director Sharang Pant
said that even though consumer confidence has taken a hit with high inflation
rates with increased urbanisation in the
local landscape, demand for durables,
furnishing and telecommunications will
emerge as exponential growth stories.
Elaborating on which companies have
potential for higher investor retur ns
at the fifth CFA Annual Capital Market
Awards ceremony Pant said: “Most of
our spend is on FMCG still but look out
for areas such as telecommunication,
housing and furnishing which includes
durables these are the areas other countries in the upper middle income category have started spending. Sri Lanka is
on the verge to cross that barrier to get
into the higher middle income bracket
and the trend which should be expected
In Sri Lanka as well. There is no reason
why we shouldn’t be seeing this as an
opportunity.”
Moreover noting that if focused action
Giving insight on which stocks to cash
in the Guardian Fund Management
CEO Ruvini Fer nando said that the
modest but steady g rowth in staples
is ideal for a defensive position in any
portfolio.
According to financial data the
FMCG (fast moving consumer goods),
F&B (food and beverages) segment has
shown robust growth in ear ning and
margins. Whilst earnings are vulnerable to fluctuations in commodity prices
it has not eroded margins.
“Staples pass on their price increases
more to their customers. People are getting more used to premium so some items
like Ice-cream soft drinks dairy products
processed meats are not fully penetrated.
Customers are not very price sensitive

Lankan consumers to spend more
on discretionary items: Nielsen
Nielson Sri Lanka Managing Director
Sharang Pant
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is taken now by the FMCG companies
they can fill the void in the premium staples and personal care markets as the Sri
Lankan consumer evolves from the lower
to the higher middle income bracket.
Sri Lanka has a relatively low premium
segment penetration which stands at 16%
compared to India which has a 30% penetration rate in the premium segment.

However this behaviour contradicts the
per capita income between the two countries depicts a different story. In 2016 GDP
per capita for Sri Lanka stood at $ 3835
while in India it stood at significantly low
$ 1709.
According to Pant this behaviour of
resistance to move to premium in certain
categories primarily in FMCG could be

Consumer staples defensive stocks for investors

Guardian Fund Management CEO
Ruvini Fernando

and companies are going towards premium food branding,” Fernando told the

fifth CFA Annual Capital Market Awards
ceremony last week.
Although F&B is the most significant
contributor to the per capita expenditure its share is reducing with expansion of income spent on healthcare,
transportation and housing increased.
Consumer spending is growing but the
amount been allocated for essentials
has reduced from 46% to 39% over the
last decade.
Highlighting other growth opportunities in the consumer sector Fer nando
also added that there are stocks in areas
such as retail and durables that shows
promise if invested wisely. According

The end of the Chief Marketing Officer

Brand Finance Lanka
Managing Director
Ruchi Gunewardene
alerts marketers
on the implications
of a growing trend
in business
It’s the end of an era at The
Coca-Cola Company with
the retirement of its Chief
Marketing Officer, Marcos De
Quinto a former colleague with
whom I used to work, whilst he
headed marketing for the South
East and West Asia Division.
The Chief Marketing Officer’s
position has now been replaced
by a Chief Growth Officer who
will report to the new CEO of
Coca-Cola who is bringing about
radical changes within the company.
The Chief Growth Officer’s
role is being created by merging
marketing, customer engagement (or sales), product development (or commercialisation)
along with strategy and resource
allocation. The mandate is to
accelerate financial performance
by building growth platforms
around their portfolio of branded businesses. This is expected
to bring a more focused responsibility for growth, by compelling
the company to think ahead and
taking the risks required to meet
the emerging trends and not
merely fighting for today’s sales
and advertising budgets. This
function is expected to lead to a
stronger business by squarely
providing the primary commercial responsibility onto the broad
shoulders of the CGO.
This move by The Coca-Cola
Company is not the first. The
trend has been in the works for
the last five years with compa-

shifted if companies focus on affordable
premium as the first step.
Explaining further he said: “We can help
the consumer to graduate from its current
level to the next level of affordable premium and then finally to the luxury goods.
In some sectors like automobiles there
are many options but if you ask me about
FMCG, which is the biggest spend area for

nies such as Colgate-Palmolive,
Modelez (with brands such as
Oreo, Cadbury, Nabisco,) and
personal care company Coty
having already created this
position.
The reason for this change
would seem to be driven by the
increasing difficulties in achieving growth for these very large
and complex multinational companies. With consumer’s growing empathy for local brands
which often source their raw
materials from local farms and
regions which are close to them.
In addition to being natural and
fresher it could have the flexibility of indigenous ingredients,
thereby creating much greater
appeal than mass produced global brands.
The challenge for multinationals is straddling this paradox of
being global but being locally a
tuned and adaptive to individual
but very different local tastes
and cultures.
With easy growth at global
FMCG companies being a thing
of the past, companies can no
longer rely on traditional methods of incremental expansion
and innovation. It’s no longer
about getting into new categories, acquisitions or distribution channels but about a longer
term vision by altering corporate culture to be in synch with
local consumers. It’s the only
way these large conglomerates
can find new opportunities for
growth by being grounded on the
local consumer needs and business realities.
It has taken the Coca-Cola
Company many years to realise this and they are now trying
hard to catch up on lost ground.
In the late 1990s whilst I was
heading the Sri Lanka Coca-Cola
business, my recommendations
to shift the marketing focus away
from the Coca-Cola brand to fruit
flavours, in tune with local taste
preferences to accelerate growth,
was met with much resistance. It
was too much to expect a change
in strategy to be made in Sri
Lanka, to that which seemed to
have worked across the world where soft drink consumption
was built through singular focus
behind the flagship Coca-Cola
brand.
The situation today at CocaCola is dramatically different
with much more flexibility on

understanding and adapting to
meet the tastes and preferences
of local consumers.
Whilst brand Coca-Cola will
always be the heart and soul
of the company, it now seeks
growth through pivoting away
from declining carbonated beverage segments to juices, energy
drinks, new flavours and will
concentrate more on brands
liked bottled water Smartwater,
flavoured water Vitamin water,
and dairy brand Fairlife in
the USA. Coca-Cola already
has acquired such brands as
Innocent smoothies in UK and
is test marketing Zico coconut water in India as a means
of quickly adapting to rapidly
changing local tastes.
The implications of this
change is greater accountability,
which means the person heading
up the CGO position is expected
to transform the role of marketing into the only language that
truly matters to business, which
is money and growth.
Traditional marketing still
has a role to play but within a
broader framework, which is all
around branding and generating demand by loading the sales
funnel with prospective consumers. Whilst implementing this
function of engaging consumers with the brand value proposition, the sales and customer
teams are expected to nurture
the leads and engagements that
have been generated and convert them into a sales transaction. In addition, product teams
are expected to work to deliver
the value marketing and sales
promise to customers through
features, flavours, styles, packaging and price points where customers are either delighted or
disappointed.

Taste the feeling

This approach naturally leads
to putting the consumer at the
very centre of the entire business, whilst making the holistic marketing function more
accountable. It also moves the
needle to be more data driven
and strategic as it requires decisions to be made on where short
term and long term resources
need to be allocated to deliver
better returns.
The lesson for conventional
marketing departments is the
shift that has happened from
being one that is responsible
only for demand creation to one
where there is greater accountability for the business as a whole.
This would call for marketing to
be more analytical and comfortable with data and financial implications in the decision making
process.
There has always been a gap
in business between marketing, which is seen as an expense
and finance, which is seen as
being responsible for long term
strategy and profitability. With
the birth of the Chief Growth
Officer, he or she will be responsible for driving revenue and
growth, thereby bridging the
gap between marketing and
finance.
(Established in 1996 in UK,
Brand Finance is an independent consultancy focused
o n s t r at e g y, m a n a g e m e n t
and valuation of brands and
branded businesses. Brand
Finance Lanka commenced
operations in 2005 and is one
amongst a global network
across 17 countries, including
USA, India, Canada, Spain,
Brazil, Australia, Netherlands
and Singapore. Ruchi can be
contacted on r.gunewardene@
brandfinance.com.)

to her the durables market is prone for
fluctuations and strongly co-relates
with credit to the private sector due to a
significant part of it is funded by banks.
This could be a result of durables
being a one of f purchase thus when
there are economic cycles and individual purchasing power comes down
the demand for durables can be affected and can be quite volatile. However
consumer financing may take a longer
horizon as a consumer will continue
will have to kee p on paying instalments on time. Thus the profitability
on the financing side of consumerism is
increasing.

a consumer and there aren’t much options
for affordable premium. That’s something
the manufactures should look into and
investors to look for if there are companies
getting into that sector because this sector
is bound to grow.”
The firm highlighted the importance of
E-commerce as a future prospect of consumerism in the country. However the
E-commerce market locally is valued at
0.02 billion compared to staggering 13 billion in India.
Pant highlighted that even though
the market size drastically varies the
per capita income being in favour to
Sri Lanka raises the question why
E-commerce isn’t growing in the country while adding that lobbying should be
done to strengthen weak payment regulations.
Post the presentation a panel discussion was held with the two speakers and
Lahiru Pathmalal, Co-founder and CEO,
Takas.lk and Gihan Cooray, Executive
Director, John Keells Holdings, moderated by Shalini Kurululasuriya, CFA, sharing useful insights on the rapid growth of
third party on-line portals and the challenges in existing payment gateways in
the country.   

Cloud-based 99RetailStreet ‘Unorganised
Retail’ platform now in Sri Lanka

Recently closed $ 1

million round of funding
led by BOV Capital

To be live in over
300 stores in Sri Lanka
by August

Plans to enter South
East Asia, Australia,
Africa and Latin America
in the future
99RetailStreet, a Cloudbased Common Commerce
Platform provides services to
‘Kades’, individual pharmacies
and other small retailers.
The 99RetailStreet solution
helps the ‘Unorganised Retail’
to compete on an equal footing
with ‘Modern Trade’ (supermarkets) through sales growth,
access to and improved financial capabilities and increased
business efficiencies across the
value chain.
By August, over 300 stores
in Sri Lanka will be on the
99RetailStreet platform and this
number is expected to increase
significantly in coming months.
The size of the addressable
local market is approximately $
23 billion, spanning more than
100,000 outlets. There are also
plans to enter other markets
in South East Asia, Australia,
Africa and Latin America in
future.
This unprecedented growth
trajectory has been buoyed by
a recent investment round that
raised $ 1 million. The round
was led by Sri Lanka- and
Singapore-based venture capital firm BOV Capital.
99RetailStreet was founded
jointly by Alok Jayant, Joydeep
Dutt and Sandeep Mahapatra.
A former Retail Lead for
SAP in India, Bangladesh
and Sri Lanka, Jayant spent
more than a decade at SAP.
He is widely recognised as an
Expert in Retail, having closed
multi-million dollar deals while
at SAP.
With almost two decades in FMCG, Retail and
Commodities, Dutt previously led the Sales Strategy
Management Consulting
Practice at Ernst and Young.
He has also worked at
Hindustan Unilever and

Accenture in markets in India
and South East Asia.
A Director of SAP Consulting
Services in his previous role,
where he was responsible
for the South Indian and Sri
Lankan markets, Mahapatra
had built the SAP Sri Lanka
business from the ground up,
into a multi-million dollar entity.
He has earned very strong relationships at board levels across
most of the large companies
in Sri Lanka. A 20-year veteran
in IT and Retail, Mahapatra’s
deep expertise is enhanced
by his time at IBM, HCL and
Accenture in prior stints.
“99RetailStreet has a large
growing customer base of
unorganised retailers and an
Eco-system comprising of
Market Leaders across FMCG,
Pharma, Telco, Banking and
Financial Services Industry.
We have built the capability
to address the requirements
of the Sri Lankan market. The
neutrality of the 99RetailStreet
platform and the constant Value
Added to our Customers and
the Eco-system, along with our
constant innovation and ability
to adapt, has resulted in success in a short period,” noted
99RetailStreet’s founders.
The 99RetailStreet solution
provides unorganised retailers with an integrated Point
of Sales (POS) machine and
payment systems in their stores
connected to the 99RetailStreet
Cloud. The POS machine has
two screens; the first screen
hosts a user-friendly multilingual interface for the retailer
to access retail transactions
and reports, while the second
screen allows real-time, location and context dependent
advertisement, promotions
and loyalty programs for
brand owners such as FMCG

companies, banks, telcos and
other advertisers with two-way
communication possibilities.
The latter gives 99RetailStreet’s
brand owners and eco-system
partners an unprecedented
opportunity to communicate
and develop customer experience at the level of an individual
end-consumer.
The 99RetailStreet platform
enables real time monitoring
of store-specific sales, inventory and back-end solutions,
enabling small businesses to
access analytics on sales data,
loyalty programs and other
marketing-centric information,
as and when required.
Established to invest in,
and work closely with, earlystage ventures in Sri Lanka,
BOVCapital funds ventures
in the range of $ 100,000 to
$ 2 million. With a significant
amount of local experience, the
founders of BOV Capital have
invested in over 20 ventures
in Sri Lanka over the last five
years, having been instrumental in developing the Sri
Lankan entrepreneurial Ecosystem and, as such, providing
valuable advice based on an
in-depth understanding of Sri
Lanka’s unique working environment.
BOV Capital General Partner
Prajeeth Balasubramaniam
commented that, “Our experience in the local eco-system
has helped 99RetailStreet not
only get the funding they need;
it has also aided them in securing a number of valuable client
partnerships, to fast-track their
business growth in Sri Lanka.
Our hands-on approach, in
terms of providing advice and
even access to local networks,
has undoubtedly facilitated the
best opportunities for ventures
like 99RetailStreet.”

